In this study, we investigated the effects of grid and spectral nudging in regional hydroclimatic simulations over the Eastern Mediterranean climate change hot-spot. We performed year-long simulations for the hydrological year October 2001-September 2002 using the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model at 12-km resolution, driven by the ERA-Interim reanalyses. Six grid and three spectral nudging options were tested using a number of model configurations. Due to the large uncertainty of regional observations, we compared the model with various satelliteand station-based meteorological datasets. The effect of nudging was tested for mean weather conditions and precipitation characteristics and extremes. For certain parts of the study domain, WRF was found to reproduce both aspects of rainfall over the Eastern Mediterranean reasonably well. Our findings highlighted that, for the WRF modeling system, nudging is critical for the simulation of rainfall; however, the application of interior constraint methods was found to have different impacts on various locations and climatic regimes. For the hyperarid parts of the domain, nudging did not improve the simulation of precipitation amounts (about 20% additional drying was introduced), while it added much value for the wetter rainfall regimes of the Eastern Mediterranean (corrections of about 30%). Improvements in the simulated precipitation were mostly introduced by spectral nudging; however, this option required significant computational resources. For these ERA-Interim-driven simulations, grid nudging that involves specific humidity within the planetary boundary layer is not recommended for the simulation of precipitation since it introduces dry biases up to 75-80%.
Introduction
Regional climate models (RCMs) are widely used for high-resolution simulations to dynamically downscale the atmospheric circulation computed by global climate models (GCMs) or reanalyses [1] . However, during the downscaling process, the simulation of RCMs tends to drift away from the driving fields [2] . Although the application of lateral boundary conditions (LBCs) constrains RCM simulations, the dynamical formulation and physical parameterizations of RCMs are as nonlinear as those of any GCM, and thus, nested model simulations may exhibit a certain level of freedom and chaotic behavior [3] . This freedom is in part desirable in view of the additional information warming and environmental changes [18] . Particularly regarding water resources, significant negative multidecadal rainfall trends have been identified, and water stress has dramatically increased in several countries of the region [19] .
Within this general context, our main objective was to explore the effect of nudging on precipitation and extreme rainfall indices in year-long hydroclimatic simulations over the complex EMME environment. We tested both grid and spectral nudging options of the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model in a number of different configurations. The computational efficiency of the tested options was also considered in order to propose configurations that were both skillful and computationally inexpensive. Our overall aim was to improve model performance for regional simulations of seasonal or decadal forecasting and long-term climate change projections. As far as we know, this was the first attempt to apply nudging techniques for climate simulations of such resolution in this part of the world.
Data and Methods

Model Setup
As a dynamical downscaling tool, we used version 3.7.1 of the WRF model [20] . The simulation domain covered the broader EMME region ( Figure 1 ). It was set up with a horizontal resolution of 0.11 • (~12 km), which translated into a number of 241 × 181 grid points in the east-west and north-south directions, respectively. Eight grid points along each boundary were used as a relaxation "buffer" zone. In the vertical direction, there were 40 levels covering the troposphere and lower stratosphere with the model top set at the 20-hPa level. The simulation period covered the hydrological year October 2001-September 2002 in addition to a month of spin-up time (September 2001) . The specific year was selected as a moderately wet year to ensure that a variety of rainfall events could be simulated throughout the region. For all simulations, initial and lateral boundary conditions for the limited area model were derived from the ERA-Interim (ERA-I) reanalysis dataset [21] . The boundary conditions were updated every 6 h, and their horizontal resolution was about 80 × 80 km. Sea surface temperatures (SSTs) were prescribed from ERA-I and were also updated every 6 h.
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With respect to nudging in the WRF modeling system, both grid and spectral options were configured to constrain temperature and horizontal winds; however, the water vapor mixing ratio can only be nudged in grid nudging, and geopotential height only in spectral nudging. Note that precipitation is not nudged but is generated through the relevant physical parameterizations of the model (i.e., convection and microphysics). Therefore, nudging has an indirect effect on precipitation through temperature, humidity, and wind that can affect stability in the atmosphere and moisture convergence [7] . A summary of the nudging experiments of this study is given in Table 1 . Our reference simulation (WRF-01) was performed without the application of any type of nudging. In simulation WRF-02, the default to the model, no-PBL grid nudging was applied for potential temperature, wind components, and water vapor. Similarly, in WRF-03, we applied grid nudging using the coefficients of the base analysis experiment presented in [17] . This selection applied a weaker nudging (i.e., lower nudging coefficient values). With simulation WRF-04, we tested the default grid nudging but applied it also within the PBL. Experiment WRF-05 was identical to WRF-02 but without nudging over the specific humidity field. In simulations WRF-06 and WRF-07, we employed the default grid nudging coefficients applied, though in different time intervals (i.e., every 24 and 12 h, respectively). With the last three simulations, we investigated the WRF spectral nudging options by testing two different spectral wavelength thresholds (WRF-08 vs. WRF-10) and by disabling/enabling nudging within the PBL (WRF-08 vs. WRF-09). The wavelength threshold controlled the scale of disturbances that nudging applied. 
Observational and Reanalysis Data
To evaluate the model results, we employed a number of widely used observational datasets ( Table 2 ). The use of multiple sources was essential since most of the EMME region is characterized by high observational uncertainty, particularly for precipitation [19] . The selected databases (CRU, CHIRPS, E-OBS, TRMM, and CY-OBS) are of variable spatial and temporal resolution and they are station-and/or satellite-based. Before any numerical calculations were performed (biases, statistics, etc.), all gridded datasets were regridded to the WRF's 12-km grid. This type of gridded observational data is most appropriate for model evaluation because it minimizes the scale gap between the model grid box and the point scale of meteorological stations [29] . Nevertheless, complementary data from six representative stations across the Eastern Mediterranean were used ( Figure 1 and Table 3 ). This selection was based on the availability of data for the particular period, the climate regime of each location, and other geographical properties, such as the distance from the sea and elevation. This station information was obtained through the Global Surface Summary of the Day (GSOD) portal of the U.S. National and Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). In addition to the surface precipitation observations, a blended product of satellite and radiosonde data was employed to evaluate the total atmospheric column water vapor. This dataset is available from the NASA Water Vapor Project (NVAP-M) and is available for the whole globe in a resolution of one degree [30] . 
Annual and Monthly Comparison
Rainfall amounts of the hydrological year October 2001-September 2002 were mapped over EMME for the ensemble mean of four gridded observational datasets (CRU, E-OBS, CHIRPS, and TRMM) and were compared with precipitation derived from the 10 WRF simulations. For the region of Cyprus, where very-high spatial resolution (1 × 1 km) rainfall information is available, we present a more local-scale comparison using the data introduced in [35] .
The model performance regarding annual rainfall amounts is also presented in a more comprehensive way. Based on the ensemble of all observational datasets, the Eastern Mediterranean was divided in four rainfall regimes or classes of precipitation for the particular study period. Class 1 included hyperarid regions with annual rainfall less than 100 mm, Class 2 included semiarid regions with annual rainfall between 100 and 500 mm, Class 3 included wet regions with rainfall between 500 and 1000 mm/year, and finally, Class 4 included very wet regions with annual precipitation amounts greater than 1000 mm. Due to the large extent of desert areas in the southern part of the EMME domain, Class 1 was predominant (43.9% of all grid points). About 16.5% and 33.6% of total number of grid points fell into Class 2 and Class 3, respectively, while the very wet regions of Class 4 were found mostly in high-elevation regions and cover only 5.9% of EMME (Figure 1-right panel) . Annual precipitation averages for the grid points of each rainfall regime were calculated for all simulations and compared with the ensemble mean of the observations. To facilitate this comparison, the observational datasets were in advance regridded to the WRF model's mesh.
Monthly comparison between model simulations and all available sources of rainfall observations was additionally performed for the station locations presented in Table 3 and the nearest grid point of each dataset. For rainfall, the monthly distribution is given in the form of monthly precipitation totals. This also facilitates an intra-annual comparison between the simulations and stations observations.
To attribute some of the differences between the WRF simulations, we additionally investigated the performance of the model in regards to monthly means of the total column water vapor (also known as precipitable water). Spatial comparison was made between simulations, reanalyses data, and remote A similar analysis was performed for monthly and annual mean temperature. Since the simulated near-surface temperatures were in good agreement with observations ( Figure S2 ) and the application of nudging (both grid and spectral) had a minor effect on temperature simulation, here, we focused only on results for precipitation.
All presented maps for the Eastern Mediterranean include a "sponge" relaxation zone of eight grid points in each boundary. This zone was manifested from information from the boundary conditions. These grid points were, however, excluded from the evaluations.
Precipitation Characteristics and Indices
Besides mean rainfall, the distribution of daily rainfall and rainfall extremes were also considered in the analysis. Six indices, which are part of the list suggested by the World Meteorological Organization's Expert Team on Climate Change Detection and Indices (ETCCDI), were calculated for the three datasets that provided daily precipitation values (CHIRPS, E-OBS, and TRMM). A short definition for each of the selected indices follows.
• Consecutive dry days (CDD): The greatest number of consecutive days with precipitation lower than 1 mm, within a year.
•
Consecutive wet days (CWD): The greatest number of consecutive days with precipitation higher or equal to 1 mm, within a year.
Annual count of rainy days (RR1): The annual count of days with observed rainfall greater than 1 mm.
Annual count of days with precipitation larger than 20 mm (R20).
Highest five-day precipitation amount for each year (RX5D).
Simple precipitation intensity index (SDII): Annual sum of precipitation during wet days (precipitation > 1 mm) divided by the annual count of wet days.
The threshold for a rainy day was set to 1 mm. The selection of a smaller threshold (e.g., 0.1 mm), which is sometimes used, would have likely affected some of the results, particularly the calculation of dry and wet spells, while this low rain intensity is insignificant in view of the regional hydrology in which we were interested. Such an occurrence of a near 0.1-mm rainy day could either break some of the dry spells or would result in a larger number of consecutive wet days, while the actual precipitation of that particular day is negligible and without any practical significance. Moreover, such an overestimation of the number of wet days per year would also affect the SDII and RR1 indices.
Statistical Metrics
The model skill in simulating precipitation and the effect of the tested nudging options was complementarily assessed by the calculation of four statistical metrics. For the first three metrics, this analysis was performed between the ensemble mean of gridded monthly observations (OBS) and WRF simulations (SIM), while it was summarized for the four rainfall regimes introduced in the previous paragraph. The fourth metric (threat score), which involves a more spatial comparison, was applied on observed and modeled annual precipitation sums. The four metrics are defined as follows:
•
Spearman's correlation coefficient (COR) was applied on the ranked monthly time series [36] :
where n is the number of the sample, cov is covariance, and σ is the standard deviation. Significance of the correlations was assessed by the application of a t-test at the 95% significance level.
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The mean absolute error (MAE) was used to describe the average model performance error [37] :
• The modified index of agreement (MIA) was used as a standardized measure of the degree of the model prediction error [38, 39] . This index varies between 0 and 1, with higher values indicating better agreement between the model and observations. It was introduced by Willmott [38] and refined by Legates and McCabe [39] :
The threat score (TS) was used to measure the skill of predicting the area of precipitation for a certain threshold [8] . For this study, it was applied for the thresholds that defined each precipitation class in Section 2.4:
where P is the number of grid points in which the threshold amount of precipitation was simulated, O is the number of grid points in which the threshold amount was observed, and H is the number of grid points for which threshold precipitation was both simulated and observed. Values closer to 1 indicated a better agreement with the observations.
Results
Annual Precipitation
Annual precipitation amounts for the hydrological year October 2001-September 2002 are presented in Figure 2 for both observations and WRF simulations. The ensemble mean of gridded observations (CHIRPS, CRU, E-OBS, and TRMM) suggests two very distinctive regimes: a very dry one in the southern half and a much wetter northern part of the EMME region. Over the eastern coast of the Black Sea and the Caucasus Mountains, annual rainfall is near 2500 mm.
The WRF simulations reproduced the overall precipitation distribution of this particular year ( Figure 2) . Nevertheless, the level of agreement with the observed conditions strongly varied over the different subregions. The no-nudged simulation (WRF-01) was in close agreement with the observations for the dry part of the domain. However, it generated more precipitation (up to 3000 mm/year) in the very wet regions of southern Turkey, the Caucasus Mountains, and the Balkans. The default grid nudging simulation (WRF-02) was generally drier and in closer agreement with the observations over the aforementioned regions. Our default spectral nudging simulation lay somewhere in between, representing more accurately precipitation over parts of the Balkan Peninsula, central Turkey, and Levantine coasts; however, it was still wetter than the ensemble mean of observations over the very wet regions. Compared to the default grid nudging (WRF-02), the default spectral option (WRF-08) was relatively wetter, probably due to the fact that the water vapor mixing ratio of the drier ERA-I driving data was not included in the variables to be nudged.
Individual plots for each observational dataset (in their original grids) and each WRF simulation are provided in Figure S2 of the Supplementary Materials. For parts of the region of interest, gridded observations can substantially differ, a fact that is mostly related to the raw meteorological information considered and not to their resolution [19] . Since we cannot objectively suggest which dataset is really the best throughout the domain, we hereafter focus our discussion mainly on the ensemble mean of the gridded observations. Table 4 summarizes the observed annual precipitation amounts, as averages over the four rainfall regimes described in Section 2.4 and based on the ensemble mean of four observational datasets.
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Biases for each of the 10 WRF experiments are also indicated. We additionally present the same biases for the ERA-I reanalyses in order to explore any added value introduced by the higher-resolution WRF simulations. Overall, the ERA-I data underestimated rainfall over the very dry regime by 9 mm/year or 25% of the annual amount, while for Classes 2 and 3, they represented the observed rainfall reasonably well (negative biases below 10%). Nevertheless, they tended to be about 300 mm/year or 25% drier than observations for the very wet Class 4. Regarding WRF simulations, for the dry regions (Classes 1 and 2), none of the nudging options towards ERA-I (WRF-02-WRF-10) added value. In general, most nudging options, apart from the two no-PBL spectral ones (WRF-08 and WRF-10), showed a dry tendency (up to −80%) compared to the observations and the no-nudge WRF-01 simulation. Applying interior constraint methods within the PBL (WRF-04) resulted in a much drier and less realistic simulation. Configuration WRF-05, where only wind components and temperature were nudged, stood somewhere between simulations WRF-01 (no nudging) and WRF-03 (weak nudging). The sensitivity to the frequency of application of interior constraint towards ERA-I was assessed in experiments WRF-06 and WRF-07. For both cases, precipitation patterns were very similar to the default nudging; however, the model was less strongly constrained and generated slightly higher rainfall amounts. For the wet and very wet regions (Classes 3 and 4), some nudging options substantially improved the simulation of rainfall that was overestimated in the no-nudge case (WRF-01). Such an option is simulation WRF-09 (spectral nudging including the PBL), which introduced near-zero biases of annual precipitation total on average.
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Precipitation Characteristics and Indices
The ability of WRF to represent several aspects of extreme rainfall is presented in this section through six widely used indices. The summary of the comparison with observations over the whole domain, for all experiments and each of the four precipitation regimes is presented in Table 5 . Relevant maps for the whole domain are presented only for the ensemble mean of the daily datasets (CHIRPS, TRMM, and E-OBS) and simulations WRF-01, WRF-02, and WRF-08 (i.e., no-nudging, default grid nudging, and default spectral nudging, respectively). These maps are only presented over land grid points in order to facilitate the comparison between observations and simulations.
The maximum number of consecutive dry days is presented in Figure 4 . According to observations, this number ranged from more than 300 for the hyperarid regions of the Middle East and North Africa up to less than 30 days in the much wetter northern part of the domain. In general, WRF was able to well reproduce the spatial patterns of CDD index. The summary of Table 5 indicates that, on one hand, the no-nudge simulation (WRF-01) was closer to the observations' ensemble mean for the dry regimes (Classes 1 and 2) . On the other hand, it underestimated the maximum length of dry spells for the two wetter classes (3 and 4). According to Table 5 , this underestimation of the CDD index was also evident for the three spectral nudging cases (WRF-08-WRF-10). Most of the grid nudging options showed some added value in the simulation of extreme dry spells for the wet regimes.
The maximum length of wet spells per year, also known as the consecutive wet days index (CWD), is presented in Figure 5 . As expected, according to the gridded observations, this index had very low values (<5 days) for the southern part of the domain. On the contrary, wet spells of maximum duration of more than 20 days were observed over the wettest parts of the domain. Model simulations with WRF generally tended to agree with the observed data. As seen in Table 5 , the nonudge (WRF-01) and spectral nudging simulations (WRF-08-WRF-10) were better in representing CWD for the dry regimes, while on the other hand, some grid analysis nudging options (e.g., WRF-02) outperformed the others for the wetter precipitation regimes. This is also evident from the maps 
The maximum length of wet spells per year, also known as the consecutive wet days index (CWD), is presented in Figure 5 . As expected, according to the gridded observations, this index had very low values (<5 days) for the southern part of the domain. On the contrary, wet spells of maximum duration of more than 20 days were observed over the wettest parts of the domain. Model simulations with WRF generally tended to agree with the observed data. As seen in Table 5 , the no-nudge (WRF-01) and spectral nudging simulations (WRF-08-WRF-10) were better in representing CWD for the dry regimes, while on the other hand, some grid analysis nudging options (e.g., WRF-02) outperformed the others for the wetter precipitation regimes. This is also evident from the maps of Figure 5 . The annual count of rainy days (RR1 index) for the investigated hydrological year is presented in Figure 6 . According to the observations, there was a strong north-south gradient from more than 150 rainy days per year in the north to less than 10 rainy days per year in the southern part of the domain. WRF realistically reproduced the number of rainy days for most of the Eastern Mediterranean. According to Table 5 and Figure 6 , nudging on average tended to improve the simulation of RR1 for the two wet regimes. It underestimated this index for the dry regions, which were better represented by the no-nudge configuration. The improvements introduced for the wet regions were more evident in the default grid nudging simulation (WRF-02). For the number of heavy precipitation days (>20 mm) per year, gridded observations suggest that over extended regions of western Greece, Albania, southern Turkey, and the Caucasus Mountains, there were more than 30 heavy precipitation days recorded during the period considered ( Figure 7) . The spatial pattern of this index was sufficiently well reproduced by the model simulations. As expected, for regions in the hyperarid precipitation class, all model configurations were found to be close to the observations, indicating near-zero days of heavy rainfall (Table 5 ). For grid points of the second precipitation regime (100-500 mm/year), all WRF simulations underestimated the occurrence of heavy precipitation days. For the very wet regime, some nudging options, including the weak grid nudging (WRF-03) and the spectral nudging options (WRF-08-WRF-10), outperformed the others.
SDII is a simple measure of precipitation intensity. In general, this index is larger over the coastal regions of the Eastern Mediterranean (Figure 8) . Particularly over the west parts of Greece, the south coast of Turkey, and the east coast of Black Sea, the ensemble mean of gridded observations indicated an average of more than 25 mm per rainy day. According to Table 5 , all WRF simulations generally tended to underestimate this index for all weather regimes, while nudging did not introduce any improvements. Nevertheless, the no-nudging simulation (WRF-02) and the spectral nudging ones (WRF-08-WRF-10) were closer to the observed values over the very wet regions. Figure 9 depicts the most severe five-day events in terms of precipitation during the study period. Locally, up to 150-200 mm during a single five-day period were found, mainly in the highelevation and coastal regions of the northern part of the domain. WRF simulations spatially reproduced the RX5DAY index. For the wet parts of the domain, grid nudging options better For the number of heavy precipitation days (>20 mm) per year, gridded observations suggest that over extended regions of western Greece, Albania, southern Turkey, and the Caucasus Mountains, there were more than 30 heavy precipitation days recorded during the period considered ( Figure 7) . The spatial pattern of this index was sufficiently well reproduced by the model simulations. As expected, for regions in the hyperarid precipitation class, all model configurations were found to be close to the observations, indicating near-zero days of heavy rainfall (Table 5 ). For grid points of the second precipitation regime (100-500 mm/year), all WRF simulations underestimated the occurrence of heavy precipitation days. For the very wet regime, some nudging options, including the weak grid nudging (WRF-03) and the spectral nudging options (WRF-08-WRF-10), outperformed the others.
SDII is a simple measure of precipitation intensity. In general, this index is larger over the coastal regions of the Eastern Mediterranean (Figure 8 ). Particularly over the west parts of Greece, the south coast of Turkey, and the east coast of Black Sea, the ensemble mean of gridded observations indicated an average of more than 25 mm per rainy day. According to Table 5 , all WRF simulations generally tended to underestimate this index for all weather regimes, while nudging did not introduce any improvements. Nevertheless, the no-nudging simulation (WRF-02) and the spectral nudging ones (WRF-08-WRF-10) were closer to the observed values over the very wet regions. Figure 9 depicts the most severe five-day events in terms of precipitation during the study period. Locally, up to 150-200 mm during a single five-day period were found, mainly in the high-elevation and coastal regions of the northern part of the domain. WRF simulations spatially reproduced the RX5DAY index. For the wet parts of the domain, grid nudging options better represented the values of this index, which were highly overestimated in the no-nudging and spectral nudging runs (Table 5) .
Atmosphere 2018, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 14 of 22 Figure 9 . Highest five-day precipitation amount (in mm) for the period October 2001-September 2002 for the ensemble mean of gridded observations (top left), the reference no-nudge (top right), the default analysis nudging (bottom left), and the default spectral nudging simulations (bottom right).
Statistical Metrics
The performance of the 10 WRF simulations was additionally assessed through the calculation of statistical metrics that consider both biases of monthly precipitation amounts and temporal variability throughout the study period. These results are summarized in Table 6 as averages over the four rainfall regimes. The best values for each metric are highlighted in bold. The statistical analysis indicated lower correlation coefficient values for the extreme low and high precipitation regimes (Classes 1 and 4) . For the arid Class 1, although the reference no-nudge simulation was in closer agreement to the gridded observations for the annual precipitation sums, some nudging options added value in terms of covariance and thus correlation with the monthly observations. Nevertheless, on average, these correlations were not statistically significant (for a 95% confidence interval). For the wetter regimes (Classes 2-4), the added value in the nudging simulations was more evident and correlations coefficients were significant, while the spectral nudging options outperformed the other in terms of this metric.
As expected, mean absolute error values were lower for the arid regimes. For such cases, the differences between WRF simulations were smaller since precipitation occurred in short wet periods throughout the year. As a result, MAE values, based on monthly precipitation, were smoothed since, for the long dry periods of the year, the model was for all runs in good agreement with the observations. Such examples are the Benghazi and Athalassa stations presented in Figure 10 . For the wetter regimes of Classes 3 and 4, the improvements in MAE values were stronger. 
The performance of the 10 WRF simulations was additionally assessed through the calculation of statistical metrics that consider both biases of monthly precipitation amounts and temporal variability throughout the study period. These results are summarized in Table 6 as averages over the four rainfall regimes. The best values for each metric are highlighted in bold. The statistical analysis indicated lower correlation coefficient values for the extreme low and high precipitation regimes (Classes 1 and 4). For the arid Class 1, although the reference no-nudge simulation was in closer agreement to the gridded observations for the annual precipitation sums, some nudging options added value in terms of covariance and thus correlation with the monthly observations. Nevertheless, on average, these correlations were not statistically significant (for a 95% confidence interval). For the wetter regimes (Classes 2-4), the added value in the nudging simulations was more evident and correlations coefficients were significant, while the spectral nudging options outperformed the other in terms of this metric. As expected, mean absolute error values were lower for the arid regimes. For such cases, the differences between WRF simulations were smaller since precipitation occurred in short wet periods throughout the year. As a result, MAE values, based on monthly precipitation, were smoothed since, for the long dry periods of the year, the model was for all runs in good agreement with the observations. Such examples are the Benghazi and Athalassa stations presented in Figure 10 . For the wetter regimes of Classes 3 and 4, the improvements in MAE values were stronger.
On average, the modified index of agreement between observations and WRF simulations was also lower for the hyperarid regions, indicating a lower model skill for this type of weather regime. However, most simulations that did not nudge specific humidity (WRF-01, WRF-05, WRF-08, WRF-09, and WRF-10) performed similarly and were in closer agreement with the observations. The threat score summarizes for each simulation the total area that coincides with the observations for each rainfall class (Table 6 ). Consistent with the MIA scores, the no-nudge and spectral nudging options outperformed the others for the drier classes. On the other hand, there was some added value for several grid (and spectral) nudging options for the rainy regimes, which was more evident for the very wet Class 4.
Monthly Precipitation at Stations
Although it is not entirely consistent to directly compare area averages, such as model grids, with point measurements, especially for regions affected by local convective rainfall, a complementary monthly comparison between station data, gridded observations, and simulations is presented in Figure 10 for six station locations. This is given in the form of monthly precipitation values, as the averaging is expected to smooth some of the local variability. The vertical bars of Figure 10 indicate the range between the four gridded observations (CRU, CHIRPS, E-OBS, and TRMM) at the nearest grid point for each location. For most cases, the range between the different observational sources was high during wet months; however, their ensemble mean was usually in good agreement with the station measurements. Interestingly, for some locations, the spread between the gridded observations over the wet months of the year was comparable or larger than the spread of the simulations. Such examples include December precipitation in Benghazi and Diyiarbakir and during January in Zefat, highlighting issues of observational uncertainty in the region of interest [19] .
inconsistencies between real station elevation and the model's representation in these 12-km resolution simulations (Table 3) . Nevertheless, spectral nudging slightly improved the modeled rainfall. For Diyarbakir station in southeast Turkey (Figure 10 middle left) in the winter months, some nudging options negatively affected precipitation, while others, including the spectral ones, were as good as the no-nudge experiment. This was not the case for the transitional spring season, where some grid nudging options improved the simulation of precipitation. One such case was simulation WRF-05, where all variables were nudged except specific humidity. 
The Case of Cyprus
A more regionalized comparison based on high-quality and high-resolution data for the island of Cyprus is presented in this section. The left panels of Figure 11 refer to five observation-based datasets and the precipitation total of the hydrological year 2001-2002. It was assumed that the most accurate representation of rainfall was provided by the local CY-OBS dataset, which is an optimized spatial interpolation of 145 daily rain gauges [35] . Interestingly, only the 5-km CHIRPS dataset could approximately capture the precipitation gradients over Cyprus. Precipitation was influenced by the presence of the Troodos Mountains, located towards the central/southwest part of the island. Due to orographic effects, rainfall maxima of up to 1400 mm/year were found at the higher-elevation regions for the particular year. On the other hand, minimum annual values of the range of 300 mm/year were Most WRF experiments simulated precipitation well during the dry summer and early autumn months, while the effect of nudging during this period of the year was minimal. Nevertheless, for the rest of the year the simulations differed with varying skills. For the location of Benghazi in Libya, which is adjacent to the western boundary of the simulation domain, all WRF simulations failed in reproducing the observed rainfall for the wet period of the year. On the other hand, for the station of Larissa in central Greece, the model performed fairly well throughout the hydrological year 2001-2002. Several grid nudging options improved the monthly distribution of rainfall compared to the no-nudge case (solid black line), which overestimated measured rainfall. A clear improvement was also seen for the Athalassa station in the outskirts of Nicosia in Cyprus. In this case, precipitation improved (compared to the no-nudge experiment), especially when spectral nudging techniques were applied ( Figure 10 ). For the Alanya station in southern Turkey and Zefat in the northern highlands of Israel (Figure 10 -top left and bottom left panels respectively), all WRF simulations significantly underestimated rainfall during the winter and spring months. This is likely related to inconsistencies between real station elevation and the model's representation in these 12-km resolution simulations (Table 3) . Nevertheless, spectral nudging slightly improved the modeled rainfall. For Diyarbakir station in southeast Turkey (Figure 10 middle left) in the winter months, some nudging options negatively affected precipitation, while others, including the spectral ones, were as good as the no-nudge experiment. This was not the case for the transitional spring season, where some grid nudging options improved the simulation of precipitation. One such case was simulation WRF-05, where all variables were nudged except specific humidity.
A more regionalized comparison based on high-quality and high-resolution data for the island of Cyprus is presented in this section. The left panels of Figure 11 refer to five observation-based datasets and the precipitation total of the hydrological year 2001-2002. It was assumed that the most accurate representation of rainfall was provided by the local CY-OBS dataset, which is an optimized spatial interpolation of 145 daily rain gauges [35] . Interestingly, only the 5-km CHIRPS dataset could approximately capture the precipitation gradients over Cyprus. Precipitation was influenced by the presence of the Troodos Mountains, located towards the central/southwest part of the island. Due to orographic effects, rainfall maxima of up to 1400 mm/year were found at the higher-elevation regions for the particular year. On the other hand, minimum annual values of the range of 300 mm/year were found in the central plain and eastern parts of Cyprus as a result of the "rain shadow" effect, considering that most cyclonic systems approach the region from the west. All other datasets (CRU, E-OBS, and TRMM), which were of much coarser horizontal resolution, strongly underestimated precipitation, and they also misrepresented the spatial distribution throughout the island. This is also the case for the ERA-I reanalyses, which were used as driving data for the WRF simulations (not shown).
Atmosphere 2018, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 17 of 22 found in the central plain and eastern parts of Cyprus as a result of the "rain shadow" effect, considering that most cyclonic systems approach the region from the west. All other datasets (CRU, E-OBS, and TRMM), which were of much coarser horizontal resolution, strongly underestimated precipitation, and they also misrepresented the spatial distribution throughout the island. This is also the case for the ERA-I reanalyses, which were used as driving data for the WRF simulations (not shown). The WRF model simulations for Cyprus (presented only over land points) are depicted in the middle and right panels of Figure 11 . All simulations, except WRF-04, could capture the annual rainfall peaks over the Troodos Mountains. Nevertheless, there was some disagreement in the simulated precipitation amounts. For this local-scale comparison, the most accurate representation of rainfall was found for the no-nudge (WRF-01) and the three spectral-nudging simulations (WRF-08- The WRF model simulations for Cyprus (presented only over land points) are depicted in the middle and right panels of Figure 11 . All simulations, except WRF-04, could capture the annual rainfall peaks over the Troodos Mountains. Nevertheless, there was some disagreement in the simulated precipitation amounts. For this local-scale comparison, the most accurate representation of rainfall was found for the no-nudge (WRF-01) and the three spectral-nudging simulations (WRF-08-WRF-10), which did not include humidity as a nudging variable. As discussed above, this can be attributed to the fact that the ERA-I driving data underestimated moisture in the atmosphere over the easternmost part of the Mediterranean. The TCPW maps of Figure 3 support this argument. Over Cyprus, the ERA-I monthly mean TCPW was higher than the NVAP-M satellite data, because in the ERA-I simulations, Cyprus was not resolved as land and was considered a sea grid point. However, over the surrounding Mediterranean Sea and the adjacent land to the south and east, ERA-I tended to underestimate TCPW during most months of the rainy season, which resulted in reduced precipitation locally for the strongly nudged simulations. We underscore the importance of investigating the quality and accuracy of boundary conditions (reanalysis or global model simulations) before applying any downscaling or nudging methods. In a previous study for the same region, WRF showed the potential for improved simulation of precipitation by convection-permitting simulations at higher horizontal resolution [23] . Nevertheless, at least for the moment, application of such configurations for long climate runs is not realistic considering the computational resources and data storage involved.
Computational Cost
The application of nudging techniques implies additional computational cost. When it comes to long-term forecast or future climate simulations of decadal scales, this additional cost should be considered during the design of such downscaling experiments. Our default no-nudging simulation of 13 months (1 year plus 1 month of spin-up) on 120 CPU processors of the Cy-Tera High Performance Facilities of The Cyprus Institute (http://web.cytera.cyi.ac.cy/) required about 22 h to be completed. The grid nudging options (WRF-02-WRF-05) added an additional 15% to this time. Simulations WRF-06 and WRF-07, where nudging was not applied every 6 h, were less comprehensive, as they only introduced an additional cost of about +8%. We found that the costliest option in WRF was with spectral nudging. It added an additional computational load of 50-60%. Therefore, this option might not be optimal for long runs, although it improved several aspects of mean and extreme precipitation, particularly for the wet regimes of the region of interest. These estimations are valid only for the current WRF configuration in terms of horizontal/vertical resolution and parameterization schemes used. We note that some additional cost, regarding the preparation of the nudging files from the WRF prior to the simulations, was not included in these estimations. Regarding other modeling systems, Alexandru et al. [3] suggested that simulation time in their Canadian RCM experiments was extended by no more than 5% when spectral nudging was applied. Therefore, they concluded that computational resources should not be the main consideration regarding the use of nudging in a specific project.
Discussion and Conclusions
We investigated the sensitivity of various hydroclimatic variables to different interior nudging options applied in the WRF model for the EMME region. In general, the reference WRF physics configuration spatially reproduced precipitation patterns over the study region. Nevertheless, the model tended to underestimate rainfall over relatively dry regions (between −30% and −50% of the annual totals), while on the other hand, it had a positive bias (+30%) over the wet and very wet regimes. Nudging had a significant effect on the WRF simulations. Both grid and spectral nudging resulted in drying, which was most pronounced for grid nudging. In particular, nudging reduced the overestimation of rainfall over wet regions because the ERA-I atmospheric column was locally found to be drier compared to observations. However, this enhanced the underestimation of rainfall in drier regions. Similar to mean precipitation, nudging towards ERA-I affected several rainfall characteristics through improvements of most precipitation indices in wet regimes and worsening in dry regions. An exception was the simple precipitation intensity index, for which no improvement was achieved. In agreement with the relevant literature, nudging of specific humidity within the PBL made the simulations even drier, hence too dry, whereas spectral nudging with PBL still yielded acceptable results.
For many cases, such as for the annual totals over wet regimes, the spectral nudging of WRF was found to outperform non-nudging and grid nudging, introducing, however, a significant load in terms of computational cost. The additional cost of grid nudging was much smaller, indicating greater potential for use in long-term climate simulations. The better performance of spectral nudging can probably be attributed to the more accurate representation of synoptic meteorological conditions that generate precipitation, since geopotential height was also nudged for certain atmospheric disturbances. Moreover, the ERA-I errors in the estimation of the atmospheric column water vapor were not propagated in the regional simulations, since this variable was not nudged when the spectral nudging option was activated.
Since some nudging options were found to substantially improve the WRF simulations for particular locations, especially for the length of wet/dry spells (CWD and CDD indices), mean, and extreme rainfall (RR1, RX5D, and R20 indices) in wet environments, the application of statistically based bias correction methods in such cases could eventually be limited or omitted. This is of great importance for the use of atmospheric model output as input for impact studies (e.g., hydrological, agro-ecological, vector borne disease spreading, etc.), since the latter ones are very sensitive to absolute thresholds of concurrent temperature and precipitation in daily or subdaily time scales. The concurrency in the values of meteorological variables can be suppressed when bias correction is independently applied for temperature and precipitation.
Considering all results, after ensuring that the global forcing data (e.g., reanalyses) are of high quality over the specific region of interest, we recommend that a weak grid nudging can improve several aspects of rainfall, reduce some biases, and add value to regional climate simulations without adding a significant computational load. Similar conclusions were presented in previous studies [8, 16] . These studies highlighted that the application of interior nudging in regional climate simulations increased the skill of RCMs to reproduce mean climatic conditions and also extremes.
Further work should be conducted regarding the effect of nudging towards global climate models for past and future projections. Another aspect not investigated in this study is the effect of nudging when multiple nesting domains are used. Nevertheless, for the region of interest and for further downscaling, this type of 12-km output can be considered as better LBCs compared to the original ERA-I data. This can be particularly relevant for similar WRF studies and contributions to the CORDEX initiative. Interior nudging could potentially add value for large domains such as the MENA-CORDEX or CORDEX-AFRICA. The further increase of horizontal resolution is expected to improve modeled precipitation through the more realistic representation of orography and the explicit treatment of convective processes [23, 40, 41] . Finally, although nudging can be considered as a "tuning" method and does not directly improve the physics of the models, it can still be a very efficient tool for impact and adaptation studies, especially when systematic model biases are corrected. However, the further development and improvement of weather/climate models in terms of representation of physical processes should remain a priority. 
